Shared and specific associations of substance use disorders on adverse outcomes: A national prospective study.
Substance use disorders (SUD) frequently co-occur and are associated with numerous adverse outcomes and lower quality of life. The goal of this study was to examine whether the associations of SUD with adverse outcomes occur through a shared liability or are disorder-specific even after taking into account their frequent co-occurrence. Data were drawn from the National Epidemiological Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions. The association between nine SUDs assessed at Wave 1 (2001-2002) and a broad range of outcomes (divorce/separation, violence, unemployment, financial crisis, legal problems, problems with a neighbor, friend, or relative, and quality of life) at Wave 2 (2005-2005) were estimated separately and simultaneously using a latent variable model to account for their co-occurrence and identify potential disorder-specific effects. SUD at Wave 1 were associated with increased prevalence of all adverse outcomes at Wave 2 (p < .05). With the exception of nicotine dependence and tranquilizer use disorder, we found no specific associations of any SUD with any adverse outcome. Rather, associations occurred primarily through the latent variable representing the shared effects of the different SUDs. Our findings underscore the importance of adopting dimensional approaches to model the co-occurrence of SUD. Because SUD increases the risk of adverse outcomes mainly through a general predisposition representing mechanisms shared across SUD rather than through drug-specific mechanisms, this dimension should be considered as a therapeutic target to substantially advance prevention of adverse outcomes caused by SUD.